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Abstract
“Information is power” is a sentence attributed to Francis Bacon that acquired a high
important in the current era of the information. However, too much information can be a
negative aspect. The term of “Infoxication” refers to the difficulty a person can have
understanding an issue and making decisions that can be caused by the presence of too much
information. With the increasing of relevance of open data and big database, the application of
mechanisms and solutions to manage information is critical. This paper introduces the
problem of unique identification and data reconciliation and offers a discussion about how to
solve this problem in big and open data environment. The problem of data reconciliation in
multiple databases and the unique identification of entities is not a new problem, but, how
effective are classical mechanisms in the new internet environment? In this paper a solution
based on model-driven engineering and virtual graph is presented in order to improve the
processing of information in big open repositories. The paper illustrates the idea with a real
example for the right exploitation of heritage information in the south of Spain.
Keywords: Entity Reconciliation, Deduplication, Model-Driven Engineering, Graphs, Big
Data, Open Data.

1.

Introduction

The era of information that we are living provokes that the management of information is
critical in practically full aspects of our life. However, with the incorporation of information
and communication technologies (ICT) in our life, society, companies and people are
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suffering the effect of “Infoxication”. It refers to the difficulty a person can have
understanding an issue and making decisions that can be caused by the presence of too much
information.
In the first ear of ICT, the main problem was how to store information, how to search and
how to manage it in an efficient way. Currently, with Big Data and Cloud Computing present
in our lives, the main problem is how I could use this information to extract the knowledge
that it can offer me.
This paper is focused in this sense. When we have a high number of data or
heterogeneous information in a concrete field, it is necessary to explore techniques that help
me to manage them and to extract all the knowledge. In our concrete study, we are want to
explore techniques for improving the unique identification of objects in heterogeneous,
disperse and big data bases.
The necessity of unique identification is no new. Since database starting to be used, the
necessity of this identification appears. When we have to integrate or extract data from a same
identity from different databases, not always is a simple task to determinate which the same
entities are. However, if we work in the context of big and open databases, which are
disseminate via internet, the unique identification and data reconciliation is more critical for
two main reasons: 1) databases in this area are continually changing so we cannot make a
static reconciliation, we have to produce a dynamic unique identification and reconciliation.
2) Frequently, we do not know the internal structure of our source of data.
Big Data is the latest buzzword that gains the popularity in recent years. In addition to the
original “3Vs” characteristics defined by Gartner [1] – volume (large amount of data),
velocity (high speed of data in and out), and variety (heterogamous data types and sources),
recently, many organizations have further added two new features: veracity (the quality of the
data be captured), and complexity (data management can become a very complex process).
These two latest features proved that the more experiences organizations gain from dealing
with Big Data, the more they see the importance of the quality of the data source, and how to
link, connect and correlate data from multiple sources, in comparison to only the speed and
quantity. The view is also confirmed by Gregory Piatetsky [2], in his interview with Michael
Berthold, that in many Big Data projects, there is no large data analysis happening, but the
challenge is in the extract, transform, load part of data preprocessing.
The benefits of connecting data from heterogeneous sources are in two fold, firstly, it is
very unlikely that multiple sources all contain the same information on a concerned entity;
therefore, combining different information provides users with a more comprehensive view,
hence helps with a better decision making. Secondly, when there is information overlapping
among different sources, connected information provides an effective way to cross validate
the quality of each information source.
In this paper we present a model-driven approach for improving the task of unique
identification and data reconciliation. Our solution is based in the use of a dynamic data
structure.
For this aim, the paper is structured as follow. In Section 2 we present the background
analyzing related works and solutions related with reconciliation of entities in bid data. In
Section 3 we present a global view of our approach and we illustrate it with real example. The
Paper finishes with Conclusions and Future Works.

2.

Background

In most of the Big Data processing scenarios, physical data migration or storage is not
practical because of the data size and the speed that data are generated. Thus, in order to be
able to analyzing Big Data at runtime, data federation technology is the most feasible way to
create a view on interested data sources at certain time. However, building such kind of
virtual database can be difficult for Big Data. This is not only because the Big Data can be
very large in volume, but also because of its variety – data can be structured, semi-structured,
or unstructured.
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Currently, most of the existing data federation technologies and products are developed
and tested for structured data environment, even the well-known Big Data product Hadoop is
mainly focusing on large data set processing after the data are stored inside its system. It is
authors’ believe that there are no known technologies are dealing with Big Data federation at
the time of writing.
In order to look for previous works that can help us to define our environment, in this
Section we present a global view of the problem of entity resolution problem, which is no
new but it offering new challenges in Big Data. Presented the current situation for this
problem, we start looking for solutions in the context of structured databases, which has
widely worked with this problem and later we present why new solutions in the big data
context have to be offered.
2.1. Entity Resolution Problem
Entity resolution (ER) problem is a fundamental problem in data integration dealing with the
combination of data from different sources to a unified view of the data. Entity resolution is
inherently an uncertain process because the decision to map a set of records to the same entity
cannot be made with certainty unless these are identical in all of their attributes or have a
common key.
ER problem consist on extracting, matching and resolving entity mentions structured and
unstructured data. This, is a long-standing challenge in database management. In other words,
entity resolution, aims at “cleaning” a database by identifying tuples that represent the same
entity. However, this problem is called by many different names like: record linkage,
deduplication, co-reference resolution, reference reconciliation, object consolidation, identity
uncertainty, uncertainty management, merge-purge and database hardening.
The need for data integration stems from the heterogeneity of data the lack of sufficient
semantics to fully understand the meaning of data, and errors that may stem from incorrect
data inser-tion and modifications. Solving the ER problem, we can get solutions for a lot of
different domains like commercial interests, scientific studies and veracity of data.
Despite the long history of work on ER there is still a surprising diversity of approaches
like: rule based methods, pair-wise classification, clustering approaches, and richer forms of
probabilistic inference and a lack of guiding theory. Meanwhile, in the age of big data, the
need for high quality entity resolution is only growing. We are inundated with more and more
data that needs to be integrated, aligned and matched before further utility can be extracted.
[5], [6], [7].
With a body of research that spans over multiple decades, data integration has a wealth of
formal models of integration [13], [14], [15], [16], algorithmic solutions for efficient and
effective integration [17], [18], [19], [3], and a body of systems, benchmarks and
competitions that allow comparative empirical analysis of integration solutions [20], [21], [7].
For instance, Ioannou et Al. [3] describe a novel framework for entity linkage with
uncertainty. In this paper, instead of using the linkage information to merge structures apriori, possible linkages are stored alongside the data with their belief value proposing a new
probabilistic query answering technique that is used to take the probabilistic linkage into
consideration. Ioannou et Al. formally define the semantics, describe an efficient
implementation and report on the findings of their experimental evaluation:
 Entity Linkage. Most of the existing entity linkage techniques focus on off-line
identification and linkage of the data describing the same real world objects.
 Probabilistic Data. Few existing data integration proposals focus on dealing with
uncertainty that appears in the data through the applied entity linkage algorithms.
2.2. A structured database perspective
Entity reconciliation in a structured database, e.g. a relational database, is a well-explored
issue. The technology name can be further divided into two overlapping categories:
1. Physical integrity - deals with the correctness of data storing and fetching.
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2. Logical integrity - makes sure the piece of data is correct or reasonable given a
particular context.
The integrity in such kind of database system is reinforced by integrity constrains, for
example, entity integrity through primary key, or referential integrity through foreign key.
Some techniques founded on the literature for solving this king of problem are:
1. ARTEMIS [22]: this tool environment is developed to support the analyst in the
process of analyzing and reconciling sets of heterogeneous data schemas.
Schema analysis is performed according to the concept of affinity, while schema
reconciliation is performed interactively on clusters of elements with affinity,
based on unification rules.
2. Freebase [23]: is a practical, scalable, graph-shaped database of structured
general human knowledge, inspired by Semantic Web research and collaborative
data communities such as the Wikipedia.
3. MFIBlocks [18]: is based on iteratively applying an algorithm for mining
Maximal Frequent Itemsets. It waives the need to manually design a blocking
key, the value of one or more of a tuple’s attributes. In the other hand, it localizes
the search for similar tuples and is able to uncover blocks of tuples that are
similar in multiple, possibly overlapping sets of attributes.
4. Febrl [20]: allows even inexperienced users to learn and experiment with both
traditional and new record linkage techniques. It is written in Python and its
source code is available, it is fairly easy to integrate new record linkage
techniques into it. Febrl can be seen as a tool that allows researchers to com-pare
various existing record linkage techniques with their own ones, enabling the
record linkage research community to conduct their work more efficiently.
5. Swoosh: Benjelloun et All formalize the generic ER problem, treating the
functions for comparing and merging records as black-boxes, which permits
expressive and extensible ER solutions. Benjelloun et All identify four
important properties that, if satisfied by the match and merge functions, enable
much more efficient ER algorithms. In this paper, it is shown the development of
three efficient ER algorithms: G-Swoosh for the case where the four properties
do not hold, and R-Swoosh and F-Swoosh that exploit the four properties. FSwoosh in addition assumes knowledge of the “features” (e.g., attributes) used
by the match function.
However, these kinds of integrity rules are normally predefined with rigid structure,
which, if not completely impossible, is very difficult to reinforce, in a Big Data environment.
2.3. Virtual Graphs approach for Big Data perspective
In the age of big data, the need for high quality entity resolution is growing, as we are
inundated with more and more data, all of which needs to be integrated, aligned and matched,
before further utility can be extracted. [1]
Entity identity reconciliation in the Big Data context means two things: firstly, data come
in free form, structured, semi-structure, or unstructured, and secondly, data are from open
source, e.g. most of them are not rigidly curated. In comparison to a structured database
reconciliation, these characterises require the underlying solution to be flexible, and also able
to produce accurate results. In this sense, the solutions proposed on the previous section, are
not compatible with this enviroinment that is the reason why it is needed to look for new
solutions.
In this enviroinment we propose a solution based on virtual graphs. Graph technology is a
nature solution to handle Big Data, especially for modelling relationships between entities.
The variety of graph algorithms, for example, Dijkstra, A*, and Kruskal offers great
flexibility in different situations. Theoretically, graphs can be represented in two ways:
explicitly and implicitly. An explicit graph is a collection of elements that can be completely
stored in memory, which means each vertex and edge of the graph is fixed at the time it is
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stored. On the other hand, an implicit graph is a graph that cannot be stored in memory
because of its large size (Mondal and Deshpande, 2012).
At the University of Seville, we have been conducting research into implicit graph for
many years; we have formally named our concept Virtual Graphs. The ability of building the
graph at runtime, allows us to build different solutions to tackle many business scenarios,
where the fixed predefined data model cannot cope with the extensibility or the unpredictable
availability of the data sources.
Thus, this solution helps to solve the problems that big data presents in respect to the rigid
structure of the databases.

3.

A MDE approach to Entity Identity Reconciliation

Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) [8] emerged to address the complexity of software
systems in order to express the concepts of the problem domain in an effective way. In this
line, the basic principle of MDE is “Everything is a model” [9].
The main idea of the MDE is use a set of models for decreasing the level of abstraction.
Thus, on the early stages of the development, the models are more abstract than the final
stages where the models are closer to implementation. However, working on this way, there
are some necessities that must be satisfied:
 Have a set of common elements for developing all the models by the same way.
 Define mechanisms to make possible to new models from other ones. [10]
For the first one, comes up the concept of metamodel. The objective of a metamodel is
defining the relationships between concepts of a problem domain and defining the semantic
associated to them.
For second one, is used the mechanism of transformations. A transformation between two
models, represent a relationship between two abstract syntaxes and it is defined by a set of
relationships between the elements of the metamodel. [11]
MDE can be applied by different ways. One of them is defined by the MOF (Meta-Object
Facility) standard. MOF is considered a metamodel, it means, a tool for building metamodels
or even transformation languages that use the metamodels for specify transformations. [12]
In the following picture, it is shown how these concepts are combined to generate new
models from other existing models.
MDE appears as a possible guide to pose a solution because:
 MDE paradigm works with models for representing the information of a domain. In
this context, with the use of models, we are going to be able to structure the
information.
 MDE paradigm also works with transformations. In this sense, we are going to be
able to extrapolate our problem to different domains.
3.1. Using MDE to Entity Identity Reconciliation
In this section, we propose an approach based on MDE and virtual graphs methodology for
solving the problem of the entity reconciliation.
This approach is based on four main sections which will provide us the mechanisms to
generate solutions for different environments. These principal sections are: “virtual graph
metamodel”, “connection metamodel”, “entity reconciliation metamodel” and “view
metamodel”.
1. Virtual graph metamodel: As it is mentioned before, our solution is based on
MDE and Virtual Graphs. For this reason, the first section the metamodel of a
virtual graph. Basically, it is an extended version of a graph metamodel.
2. Entity Reconciliation metamodel: this metamodel will let us reconcile different
data sources. Here, we will define the problem inheriting from the previous
metamodel and adding different data sources.
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3. Data Source metamodel: with this metamodel, we are going to be able to connect
the different data sources mentioned before for getting the information that is
wanted to be reconciled through specific connectors defined for each data source.
4. View metamodel: with this metamodel, we will represent the information that we
have reconciled before.
class Reconcialotiry Metamodel
Virtual Graph Metamodel
«metaclass»
VirtualGraph

«metaclass»
Graph
-

1

1

0..*

0..*

«metaclass»
Vertex

2

«metaclass»
Edge

0..*

Data Source Metamodel

Entity Reconciliation
Metamodel
«enumerati...
Type

«metaclass»
Link
-

name :String

heritage

linkType :Type

«metaclass»
Connector

«metaclass»
Association
-

-

name :String

database :String
password :String
port :String
username :String
1

1..*
«metaclass»
Entity
-

1

description :String
name :String

«metaclass»
Attributes

1..*
-

«metaclass»
DataSource

comesFrom
0..*

desciption :String
name :String

1
-

name :String

1

1

1

1

«metaclass»
Element

«metaclass»
View Component
1

1..*

Context ViewComponent inv: self.Element->forAll(elem:Element| self.Entity.Attribute->exist(elem.Attribute))

Fig 1. Metamodel for solving the ER problem

View Metamodel
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Explaining in depth the previous model:
Reconcialotiry Metamodel
1.classVirtual
Graph Metamodel:
Virtual Graph Metamodel
«metaclass»
VirtualGraph

«metaclass»
Graph
-

1

1

0..*

name :String

0..*

«metaclass»
Vertex

2

0..*

«metaclass»
Edge

Fig 2. Virtual Graph Metamodel Section

o

Graph: it is the main metaclass. It represents information about an
explicit graph.
o Vertex: it represents information about the set vertexes that compose a
graph. It has an association with the metaclass “Graph” where one graph
can contain zero or more vertexes and one vertex, is a part of one graph.
o Edge: it represents information about the set of edges that compose a
graph. It has two associations: one with the class “Graph” where one
graph can contain zero or more edges and an edge is a part of one graph
and another one with the metaclass “Vertex”, where one edge consists of
two vertex and one vertex, can contain zero or more edges.
o VirtualGraph: it represents information about an implicit graph and it
inherits from the metaclass “Graph”.
class Reconcialotiry Metamodel
2. Entity
Reconciliation Metamodel:
Entity Reconciliation
Metamodel

«enumerati...
Type

«metaclass»
Link
-

linkType :Type

«metaclass»
Entity
-

description :String
name :String

«metaclass»
Association

heritage

1

-

name :String

«metaclass»
Attributes

1..*
-

desciption :String
name :String

Fig 3. Entity Reconciliation Metamodel Section

o

o
o

Entity: it is one of the most important metaclasses of the metamodel. It
represents information about the entities that we want to reconcile. It
inherits from the metaclass “Vertex”, it means, that all the entities that we
want to reconcile are going to be transformed in vertexes of our graph.
Also, it has a related metaclass called “Link”.
Link: it is a metaclass that save information about the entity. This
metaclass has an enumeration type called “Type” that contains an
attribute called heritage that is going to be the relation between entities.
Type: it is an enumeration type for defining the types of links that the
entities can be composed of.
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o

Association: this metaclass represents information about the relations
between data sources and inherits of the metaclass “Edges”.
o Attributes: the attributes metaclass represents information about the
attributes of the entities. It has a an association with the metaclass
“Entity” where an specific entity has one or more attributes and one
attribute is related just with one entity.
class Reconcialotiry Metamodel
3. Data Source Metamodel:
Data Source Metamodel

«metaclass»
Connector
-

database :String
password :String
port :String
username :String
1

1..*
«metaclass»
DataSource
-

name :String

Fig 4. Data Source Metamodel Section

o

Connector: it is a metaclass that store information about the way of
connecting with a data source.
o Data Source: it represents information about the data sources that we
want to reconcile. It has relation with the metaclass “Connector” where
one data source have one connector an a connector is a part of one or
more data sources.
class Reconcialotiry Metamodel
4. View Metamodel:
View Metamodel
«metaclass»
Element

«metaclass»
View Component
1

1..*

Context ViewComponent inv: self.Element->forAll(elem:Element| self.Entity.Attribute->exist(elem.Attribute))

Fig 5. View Component Metamodel Section

o

o
o

ViewComponent: the instantiation of this metaclass will let create the
component necessary for representing the consolidated information. It
has a composition relation with the “Element” metaclass where one view
component is composed of one or more elements and one element is a
part of one view component. This metaclass has a constraint comment
also.
Comment: this comment is a constraint for defining that one element is a
part of a view component only if the attributes that represents, are
contained in the entity that we want to reconcile.
Element: this metaclass represent information about the elements that are
going to be showed on the view components.
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4.

Conclusions

The era of ICT (Information and Communication Technologies) has covered our life with a
high number of data and available information that, currently, it is difficult to manage and
explore. The necessity of produce mechanisms, techniques and suitable tools to support this
management is being every day a more critical aspect for companies and society in general.
In this paper we analyze a mechanism to explore a very concrete problem. In context of
big data and open data, the unique identification and its right unification is critical. This
concept is no new because expert in database have worked in algorithms and solutions for
that, however, these classical approaches are not always useful in the new open context of
Internet.
The paper presents a solution to solve identity reconciliation and unification under a
model-driven perspective. The paper has presented a global view of the solution and a first
draft of metamodels used for this aims. Besides, virtual graphs as data structure were also
introduced.

5.

Future Works

An intensive systematic literature review is being performed in the context of Big Data and
Data Bases environments to know what the current state of existing ER solutions is and to
compare all existing solutions in the literature with our approach. The main objective is to
know the strengths and weaknesses of our solution with existing approaches but, up to now,
no ER solutions based on dynamic structures in Big Data environments has been found.
In addition, it has been presented a set of metamodels that will let us instantiate them and
design different solutions depending on the scenario where we are working with. So, it is
necessary to apply our approach to different scenarios in order to see how well our solution
works and to be able to validate it. Then, there are two real scenarios in which our approach
can be applied:
 The first one is for the management of cultural heritage information in the Andalusian
region (Spain), this is a big issue in which there are lots of monuments and several
data sources where the information is stored. In addition, the size and complexity of
these data sources make complicated the management of these systems due to the
large amount of information stored on them. An illustrative example is
"MOSAICO" (the official database of cultural heritage information of government of
the Andalusian region) that contains many terabytes of information. Then, it is
necessary to uniquely identify the existing information about monuments from all
data sources. In this environment, it is being developed the application “DIPHDA”
(Dynamic Integration for Patrimonial Heritage Data in Andalucía) with the
collaboration of the Fujitsu Laboratories of Europe (FLE). The objective of DHIPDA
is to achieve significantly improved accuracy and data management efficiency, based
on reconciliation logic applied to open data information, as opposed to simple string
matching reconciliation. This solution will be capable of integrating management
systems, such as “MOSAICO”, diffusion systems such as “Europeana”, as well as
open data information provided by Wikipedia and Yelp, as examples.
 The second one is in the domain of e-Health, more specifically to be able to
accurately identify patients. This is a big challenge since it requires the advanced
solutions to allow different clinics to exchange healthcare information in a reliable
and secure way. Moreover, for those organizations that exchange healthcare
information without using a common unique identifier or reconciled identity
information, the successfulness of the information linkage is relying entirely on the
accuracy and completeness of the key demographic data. So, it is very important to
help these organizations to retrieve patient information from several data sources.
Other important future work is the definition of a development process lifecycle for the
application of our approach to different scenarios. Then, it is needed to define a set of phases
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which will let us analyze and design models, deploy them in an executable environment and
finally, execute the solution.
As regards the deployment and executable environment is concerned, it is also necessary
to develop a platform to support the derived code from designed models. This platform must
support the previous lifecycle process and will let us deploy ad execute any solution designed
for our approach to different domains.
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